
ONE SLEEK MACHINE (EXCERPT FROM THE U.S. OPEN MEMOIR FEATURE AR-
TICLE IN THE JULY 2012 ISSUE OF SUPERINTENDENT MAGAZINE)

“At the maintenance facility, when crew members and volunteers weren’t working, some of them gathered around and studied the 
sleek looking machine that looked like something out of a “Transformers” movie.  It was the Tranz-Former Fairway/Greens Roller 
from Salsco Inc.  It was used on the Lake Course’s fairways during the tournament.

Matt Shaffer, the director of golf course operations at Merion Golf Club near Philadelphia, was one of the people looking at the 
machine.  Shaffer, who worked as a volunteer and whose club hosts the U.S. Open next year, is the man behind the Tranz-Former.

Shaffer, a thinking man’s superintendent, is always looking for ways to do his job better.  He contacted Sal Rizzo, the founder and 
CEO of Salsco, about building him a fairway roller.  Rizzo has built and sold greens rollers for years, but a fairway roller was 
something different.  But Shaffer had a feeling that Rizzo would be interested in his request.

“Sal is innovative and imaginative, “Shaffer says  “He also likes to be challenged.”

About 10 months later, Rizzo unveiled the Tranz-Former, which is self-propelled and has a transport speed of about 11 MPH and a 
rolling width of 10 feet.  The transport wheels rise to place rolls into position for rolling.

Shaffer has been rolling fairways for years to rid them of dollar spot, but it was time consuming to roll big fairways with small 
greens rollers.  At Merion, the fairways have always had an “antagonistic” dollar spot problem, Shaffer says.  But when the fair-
ways were rolled and dew was removed, the dollar spot never showed.

The Merion staff built a five-gang roller and towed it on the fairways behind a tractor.  It worked, but operating it was difficult, 
especially when turning.  That’s when Shaffer began contacting companies to see if they might be interested in building a fairway 
roller.

“Most of them said they didn’t see the value in it,” Shaffer adds.

When Shaffer saw the finished product, he was impressed with Rizzo’s engineering.

“It’s just fantastic,” Shaffer says.

Merion owns two Salsco Tranz-Formers.”
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Unit Pictured in Rolling Position

•  Rolling decreases disease and lessens the need for chemicals. Cut 
fungicide sprays by at least 35%. Cut earthworm and insect pressure.

•  Th atch management will be even better & playing conditions will 
be much fi rmer & better.

Electric Greeens Roller
Model 09074 - QC (Quick Change)
• Dual Drive Oscillating Rolls for Positive Traction
• Articulating Steering
• Automotive Type Tilt Steering Wheel
• Forward/Reverse Seat Slide

Gas Greeens Roller
Model HP4
• Articulating Steering 
• Forward/Reverse Seat Slide 
• Automotive Type Steering Wheel 
• High Back Seat 
• Tilt Steering Wheel 

Tranz-Former
Fairway/Greens Roller
•  Th e Tranz-former is self propelled. Transport speed is 

approximately 11 mph. 
•  Transport wheels raise to place rolls into position when 

ready to roll 
• Rolling width is 10’, at 10 p.s.i. 
• 24hp honda gas engine

Oscillating roll design allows rollers to smooth the surface without changing undulations designed into the greens.

Best warranty in the industry. 5 years!  Best engine selection. Th e engines are sized to the demands for the product, no wasted HP. Th is limits our green foot print.
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